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Abstract: With the rise of artificial magnetism and metamaterials, the toroidal family
recently attracts more attention for its unique properties. Here we propose an all-dielectric
pentamer metamolecule consisting of nano-cylinders with two toroidal dipolar resonances, whose
frequencies, EM distributions and Q factor can be efficiently tuned due to the additional electric
dipole mode offered by a central cylinder. To further reveal the underlying coupling effects
and formation mechanism of toroidal responses, the multiple scattering theory is adopted. It is
found that the first toroidal dipole mode, which can be tuned from 2.21 to 3.55 µm, is mainly
induced by a collective electric dipolar resonance, while the second one, which can be tuned from
1.53 to 1.84 µm, relies on the cross coupling of both electric and magnetic dipolar responses.
The proposed low-loss metamolecule and modes coupling analyses may pave the way for active
design of toroidal responses in advanced optical devices.
© 2018 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement
1. Introduction
The toroidal multipoles, as the counterpart of electric and magnetic multipole families, have been
always neglected in previous studies for their weak or ambiguous resonances in natural materials.
However, due to the rapid development in both nano-fabrication technique [1, 2] and artificial
magnetism realized by metamaterials [3, 4], toroidal dipole (TD), which is the most fundamental
mode in its family, can be observed both in metallic and dielectric subwavelength metamolecules.
Toroidal multipoles offer a new route to manipulate light scattering by subwavelength dielectric
particles, which is conventionally based on the tuning of electric and magnetic multipole
families [5–7]. The near field resonance of TD can be regarded as currents flowing on the
torus surface along its meridians, which is instinctively different from an electric dipole (ED) or
magnetic dipole (MD). However, TD and ED share the same far-field scattering patterns and
parity properties, which can realize a destructive interference and create a radiationless source
(anapole mode) to produce oscillating and propagating vector potential without electromagnetic
fields [8]. Besides, TD can support many other intriguing phenomenon, such as the ideal magnetic
dipole [9], optical activity [10], optical transparency [11,12], and ultra-high energy density [13,14].
Meanwhile, TD has been widely implemented to enhance light-matter interactions like all-optical
Hall effect [15], non-linear laser generation [16], and optical force [17]. Thus, TD mode is of
great importance in the thriving fields of metamaterials and nanophotonics.
The tuning of resonance modes in metamaterials is significant in practical applications, where
broad tunable frequency ranges are required to cover more situations. Much work so far has been
focused on the build of metamolecules with distinct TD modes, when little attention has been paid
to the adjustment of resonance frequencies and strength of TD modes. In researches on metallic
split-rings [18] and dumbbell-shaped-aperture [11] metamaterials, resonance frequencies and
Q factor of TD modes have been investigated with the change of fold number in their rotation
symmetrical metamolecules, when both Q factor and resonance frequencies were improved
with the increment of fold number. In the same time, overall geometry factors, including gap
distance [15, 19, 20], particle separation [19, 21], aspect ratio [22–24], and the ratio of outer
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radius to inner radius [12, 25–27] (in core-shell structures), is another common way to tune
TD or other resonance modes in metamaterials. Nevertheless, most of these investigations are
dedicated to describing the phenomenon when one of these geometry factors is changed, which
is not an active tuning of TD modes since the underneath mechanism is seldom well-discussed.
A theoretical study [28] on the toroidal dipole moment resulted from excitation eigenmodes of
interacting plasmonic nanorods were conducted using dipole approximation considering only the
effect of electric dipoles, which can hardly describe the coupling in dielectric materials due to
the ignorance of magnetic responses. Another representative comprehensive study [21] about
all-dielectric metamolecules composed by multi-cylinder structures were investigated based on
the lumped wire theory and coupled mode theory. Yet the coupled mode theory in this work
cannot accurately solve the collective mode frequencies. Consequently, the coupling mechanism
of TD resonances in dielectric metamaterials demands further investigation to fill the knowledge
gap between the observations and theoretical explanations.
In this work, we design a metamolecule consisting of subwavelength silicon cylinders which can
support two toroidal dipole modes with large tunable frequency ranges. The Cartesian multipole
decomposition method is devoted to displaying scattering contributions of electromagnetic and
toroidal multipoles, which can determine the appearance of TD modes. In this way, we find that
the frequency tunability of TD modes in the proposed metamolecule is realized by the electric
dipolar response provided by the central cylinder. This additional electric dipolar response can
also adjust the Q factor and enhance the maximum of electric density through modes coupling
effects. After analyzing the near-field coupling of TD modes by multiple scattering theory, we
find that the formation mechanism of these TD modes are different. The toroidal mode with
wider tunable range is induced mainly by a collective electric dipolar resonance, which then can
couple with trivial magnetic dipolar response and form a head-to-tail aligned magnetic current
loop. And the other TD with narrower tunable range results from the coupling of trivial electric
and magnetic dipolar responses. We hope that the numerical and theoretical results could be
helpful to the active design of toroidal dipolar responses with high performance.
2. Model and Methods
Fig. 1. Illustration of the dielectric pentamer consist of infinite-long subwavelength cylinders.
D denotes the side length of the lattice. Rc and Rs are radii of the central and surrounding
cylinders, respectively.
The geometry structure of pentamer metamolecule composed by infinite-long dielectric
subwavelength cylinders is shown in Fig. 1. This pentamer can be divided into two separated
parts: one part is the central cylinder and the other part is the rest four identical cylinders,
namely the surrounding cylinders. Rc and Rs are radii of the central and surrounding cylinders,
respectively. Geometry centers of the surrounding cylinders are located at the corners of a square
lattice with side length D, when the center of central cylinder overlaps with the center of square
lattice. The permittivity of silicon can be regarded as a real constant 12.25 in the near infrared
region. An s-polarized plane wave propagating along the y-axis serves as the incident source.
Electromagnetic fields and resonant modes of the pentamer are solved by the methods illustrated
in this section.
2.1. Cartesian Multipole decomposition method
Even though the same far-field radiation patterns can be obtained by both spherical and Cartesian
multipole decomposition, the excitation of toroidal multipoles can be directly exhibited under
Cartesian multipole expansions. Thus, we here utilize the Cartesian multipole decomposition
method to show the scattering contributions of TD mode and other electromagnetic multipoles.
To be more accurate, we apply a two-dimensional (2d) Cartesian decomposition conducted in
a recent theoretical work [29], instead of using a three-dimensional decomposition method in
a extended 2d metamolecule [8]. Besides, the total EM fields are solved by finite-difference
time-domain method (FDTD).
Following Maxwell’s equations and Jackson’s formulation [30], the multipole coefficients of
s-polarized waves in 2D polar coordinates can be obtained by
Am =
ηk
4
∫
Jzeimϕ[−Jm]ds, (1)
EZ =
m=+∞∑
m=−∞
AmH
(1)
m e
imϕ, (2)
where k is thewave number in vacuum, thewave impedance η =
√
µ0/0r , r =
√
(x2 + y2)(cos(ϕ)xˆ+
sin(ϕ)yˆ) , the polar angle ϕ = tan−1(y/x), J(r) is the scattering current, defined as J(r) =
−iω0((r) − h)E(r) , Jm is the Bessel function of the first kind with order m and argument kr,
and H(1)m is the first kind Hankel function with order m and argument kr. Thus, we can calculate
multipole coefficients under Cartesian coordinates. Due to the Cartesian toroidal dipole has the
same radiation pattern as its corresponding electric (magnetic) dipole but scales with two more
orders of kr, thus the Bessel function is expanded in powers of kr,
Jm =
1
m!
( kr
2
)2 − 1(m + 1)! (
kr
2
)m+2 + · · · . (3)
The two leading terms are kept to compare with the Cartesian multipole expansion. The first term
is denoted as Jm,0, and the second term is denoted as Jm,1. In this way, Eq. 3 can be rewritten as
Am ≈ ηk4
∫
Jzeimϕ[−(Jm,0 + Jm,1)]ds. (4)
We know that Jm,1 is two order higher than Jm,0, which is the same as the coefficients of
electric and toroidal dipoles. Thus, we can separate the toroidal dipole from the conventional
electromagnetic multipoles. To be specific, the conventional electric dipole is devided into a
Cartesian electric dipole (CED) and a toroidal dipole. Similarly, the conventional magnetic
dipole is devided into a Cartesian magnetic dipole (CMD) and a magnetic toroidal dipole (MTD)
which is defined to have the same scattering pattern with a magnetic dipole. As shown in Eqs. 5
and 6, toroidal dipoles can be found in the higher order terms in A0 and A1, respectively. The
expansions of Bessel function are not required here since higher-order terms (m>1) contain no
toroidal dipole term.
A0 = −ηk4 (1 −
(kr)2
4
)Jzds (5)
A1 = −ηk4 (
kr
2
− (kr)
3
16
)Jzeiϕds (6)
Then, the scattering cross section can be obtained by summing up the electric and magnetic field
of all orders m:
Csca,s =
∑
m
4
k |E0 |2 |Am |
2. (7)
2.2. Multiple scattering theory and coupling effects
Fig. 2. Schematic of multiple cylinders and the coordinate systems.
The coupling of different resonance modes in a 2d multi-cylinders system can be considered
in the multiple scattering theory, which makes it a efficient tool to investigate modes coupling
effects. In this method, the modes coupling can be solved based on the vector spherical expansion
function [31]. The geometry structure and parameters of the circular cylinders system are shown
in Fig. 2. i and g denote the number of cylinders and dig is the distance between them. The
incident direction of the plane wave is defined by the angle φ0, and other useful angles are marked
in this figure. From the previous studies [27, 32, 33], we can obtain the scattering coefficients
from the ith cylinder by
ali =
M∑
g=1
∞∑
n=−∞
cgn[blnig(1 − δig) + dli δlnδig], (8)
where Kronecker’s delta function δig = 1 if i = g and zero otherwise. Parameters n and l are the
order of resonance modes. For all cylinders, we can rewrite Eq.(1) in the following matrix form:

[
Al1
]
...[
Ali
]
...[
AlM
]

=

[
Sln11
] · · · [Sln1g] · · · [Sln1M ]
...
...
...[
Sln
i1
] · · · [Slnig ] · · · [SlniM ]
...
...
...[
Sln
M1
] · · · [SlnMg] · · · [SlnMM ]


[
Cl1
]
...[
Cli
]
...[
ClM
]

, (9)
where the vector [A] and [C] are of dimension ∑Mi=1 (2Ni + 1) and Ni is the order of expansion
term which stands for corresponding mode. The sub-matrices
[
Slnig
]
of the coupling matrix [S]
can be obtained by
[
Slnig
]
=

[
blnig
]
, i , g
[
dli δln
]
, i = g
(10)
where l, n = 0,±1,±2, ,±Ni , and the mutal interation elements blnig and self-interaction elements
dli are given respectively by
blnig = −H(2)l−n(k0dig)e−j(l−n)φig, (11)
dl,si =
H(2)
′
l
(k0ai)Jl(kiai) − miH(2)l (k0ai)J ′l (kiai)
mi Jl(k0ai)J ′l (kiai) − J ′l (k0ai)Jl(kiai)
, (12)
dl,pi =
miH
(2)′
l
(k0ai)Jl(kiai) − H(2)l (k0ai)J ′l (kiai)
Jl(k0ai)J ′l (kiai) − mi J ′l (k0ai)Jl(kiai)
, (13)
where the primes denote derivatives of the functions with respect to their arguments, and the
superscripts s and p denote transverse electric and magnetic wave, respectively. Also, the
elements of vector [A] are given by
ali = e
jk0ρ
′
i cos (φ′g−φ0) jle−jlφ0, (14)
where and the vector [C] represents the unknown expansion coefficients of scattered fields from
theM cylinders, which can be solved numerically. Then the scattering coefficient can be obtained
by
F(α) = −
M∑
g=1
e jkρ
′
g cos (φ′g−α)
∞∑
n=−∞
cgn jne jnα . (15)
σ
s,p
ext =
2λ
pi
Re(F(α = 0)) (16)
According to the optical theorem [34], the extinction cross section for the whole coupled cylinders
system can be retrieved by Eq.16. Consequently, we can analyze the coupling effect between
resonance modes, as well as the scattering contribution of each resonance mode by the coupling
matrix [S] shown in Eqs. 9 and 10.
3. Results and discussion
Strong toroidal dipole resonances have been found in compact clusters consisting of all-dielectric
nano-cylinders [8, 21], which can notably enhance EM fields in the free-space. To actively adjust
toroidal dipolar resonances and further apply such resonant mode in light-matter interactions, this
work is dedicated to proposing a silicon metamolecule with broad tunable frequency ranges and
strong energy confinement inside the dielectric material instead of the free-space. Meanwhile,
the coupling mechanism of collective resonance modes is elaborately investigated for the propose
of active and more efficient design of the advanced nanoscaled optical devices.
As a reference case of our following investigation, we apply Cartesian multipole decomposition
method to show the scattering spectra of an isolated cylinder with radius=190 nm, which is
Fig. 3. Decomposition of the scattering cross section of a cylinder with radius=190 nm
in the 2D multipole expansion with s-polarized plane wave excitation. Plane (a) shows
the contribution of each resonance mode. Inset of (a) shows electric distributions of the
corresponding resonance peaks. The expanded toroidal dipole modes and Cartesian dipole
terms are shown in (b) and (c), respectively.
excited by s-polarized plane waves. From figure 3 (a), we can find that the overall scattering
cross section from multipole decomposition method agrees well with FDTD simulation results,
which verifies the multipole decomposition method. Also, we observe that two resonances
caused by m=1 (MD) and 2 (MQ), when their electric fields are shown in the inset. Figs. 3 (b)
and (c) respectively present that the TD mode has noticeable contribution when wavelength is
shorter than 1.2 µm, and the influence of MTD is negligible. Thus, we conclude that the toroidal
response in an isolated cylinder is weak until a multi-cylinders metamolecule is proposed.
Our investigations about the tunability of TD modes in metamolecules are conducted as follows.
Effects of cylinder separation D on resonance frequencies, energy distributions, and Q factor are
exhibited in Sec.3.1. Then we discuss the effects of central cylinder in Sec.3.2 and give overall
illustrations of the resonance frequencies and energy density with different Rc . Finally in Sec.3.3,
analyses on coupling mechanism of TD modes are estimated by the multiple scattering theory.
3.1. Effects of cylinder separation D
According to previous study we can find that TD modes can be affected by cylinder separation
D. Here we use Cartesian multipole decomposition method to investigate multiple modes
in the metamolecule (shown in Fig. 1) with D= 600, 1100, and 1600 nm, when Rc=0 and
Rs=190 nm. From Fig.1, coordinate positions of the surrounding cylinders are defined as
(x, y) = (±D/2,±D/2). Not only the scattering spectra are shown in Fig. 4, but also EM energy
inside cylinders, which are calculated by
∫
0r | E |2ds and
∫
µ0µr | H |2ds. In addition, Q factor
of each TD mode is also exhibited in Fig. 4. From Figs. 4 (a), (b), and (c), we can observe that
m=0 and 1 modes play the leading roles in the frequency range, where one or two TD modes can
be distinctly excited. With the increment of cylinder separation D, we can find that one TD (the
first TD) mode experiences a red shift from 1.85 to 1.92 µm, and another TD (the second TD)
mode becomes more independent and explicit, which also has a red shift from 1.28 to 1.75 µm.
Besides, we observe that Q factor in the first TD increases with D, when Q factor of the second
TD decreases with D. Except from TD modes, a magnetic dipolar resonance can also be noticed
in Figs. 4 (b), and (c). After comparing the EM energy distributions of these resonances, we can
notice that the first TD can localize more energy than the second mode, and the EM energy in
the first TD mode reach its maximum when D=1100 nm. Thus, we calculate and discuss the
EM fields in both TD modes when D=1100 nm, which are respectively shown in Figs. 4 (d) and
Fig. 4. Multipole decomposition of the scattering intensity of quadrumer metamolecules
with Rc=0, Rs=190 nm, D=600 (a), 1100 (b), 1600 (c) nm, and their corresponding electric
and magnetic energy distributions. Q factor of each TD mode is also exhibited. EM fields
of TD modes in the metamolecule with D=1100 are shown in (d) and (e), where outlines
of cylinders are indicated by black circles and magnetic field vectors are denoted by black
arrows.
(e). Note that in each TD mode, a magnetic loop and a localized electric field in the center of
metamolecule can be found, which confirm the appearance of toroidal dipolar resonances and
result in the electric energy is smaller then the magnetic energy inside cylinders. Additionally,
EM fields of the second TD are less symmetrical since this TD mode is overlapped with the
adjacent magnetic dipolar resonance.
Adjusting the cylinder separation offers a method to tune the TD modes in the proposed
metamolecules, but this method is too general and brings an overall influence to all resonance
modes including the collective magnetic dipolar response. Besides, the energy confinement
ability drops when D is too large. Thus, as a primary step in the design, a carefully selected D is
required to provide relative strong and distinct toroidal dipole resonances.
3.2. Effects of the central cylinder
Here we continue to investigate the tuning of TD modes by changing the size of central cylinder.
Pentamer metamolecules with Rc , 0 are investigated following the route shown in Sec.3.1. The
only variable in pentamer metamolecules is the radius of central cylinder Rc, when Rs =190 nm
and D=1100 nm. The scattering spectral and EM energy distributions are shown in Figure 5
when Rc=30, 60, and 120 nm. In addition, Q factor of each TD mode is also exhibited in Fig. 5.
Fig. 5. Multipole decomposition of the scattering intensity of pentamer metamolecules with
Rs=190 nm, D=1100 nm, Rc=30 (a), 60 (b), 120 (c) nm, and their corresponding electric
and magnetic energy distributions. Q factor of each TD mode is also exhibited. EM fields of
TD modes in the metamolecule with Rc=60 nm are shown in (d) and (e), where outlines
of cylinders are indicated by black circles and magnetic field vectors are denoted by black
arrows.
As shown in Fig.5, with the increasing Rc , both the first and second TD resonance peaks
experience red shifts, when the collective magnetic dipolar response remains in a fixed wavelength
(1.78 µm). However, the scattering power and Q factor of both TD modes show different
performances with the increasing Rc: the first TD resonance becomes sharper when Rc<= 60
nm and turns weak when Rc=120 nm; the scattering intensity of second TD resonance grows
stronger and sharper all the while. Different from the results in Fig. 4, the second TD resonance
can exceed the first TD mode when the metamolecule is tuned by Rc . The metamolecule with
Rc=60 nm has highest electric energy and Q factor when other factors are controlled, thus we
further plot EM fields of TD modes in this metamolecule, which are shown in Fig. 5 (d) and
(e). Compared with Fig. 4, the EM fields of TD modes in the metamolecule with Rc=60 nm
are more confined and have larger maximum. The red shift of the second TD mode makes it
more overlapped with the collective magnetic dipolar mode, which results in its EM fields less
symmetrical than EM fields in Fig. 4 (e). Furthermore, magnetic vortexes around the central
cylinder and surrounding cylinders have the same direction in the first TD, while they have
opposite directions in the second TD, which indicate an anti-bounding state.
We further respectively investigate the resonance modes in the central cylinder (Rc=60 nm) and
the surrounding cylinders, along with the normalized EM energy density. As seen in Figs. 6 (a)
Fig. 6. Multipole decomposition of the scattering intensity of the central cylinder (a) and
surrounding cylinders (b) in pentamer metamolecules. Their EM energy density distributions
are shown in (c) and(d), respectively.
and (c), the only supported resonance mode in the central cylinder is the electric dipole, resulting
a dominate electric energy over the magnetic one. Scattering spectra of the surrounding cylinders
and overall pentamer are similar, and the energy distributions in Figs. 6 (c) and (d) show that
the collective magnetic mode only brings energy enhancement in surrounding cylinders, which
suggests this collective magnetic mode is only induced by the surrounding cylinders. It is also
worthwhile to mention that the electric density in the central cylinder can reach 20 times than in
the surrounding cylinders when the first TD mode is excited, which confirms the central cylinder
can provide a strong electric field enhancement in the dielectric material instead of free space.
To intuitively display the effect of Rc , scattering spectra of metamolecules and electric energy
density distributions of the central cylinder with the changing of Rc/Rs are shown in figs 7 (a)
and (b), respectively. Compared with Fig. 5, the two distinct scattering bands in both (a) and
(b) are corresponding to the first and second TD mode, which are marked by Mode 1 and 2,
respectively. The red shifts of both TD are clearly shown in figure (a), according to which we
could roughly divide the y axis into three regions: (i) both TD modes can hardly be affected by
the central cylinder in Region I; (ii) obvious red shifts of both TD modes can be noticed in Region
II; (iii) red shift only happens to the first TD mode, when the second TD mode remains in a fixed
wavelength in Region III. Even though Fig. 7 (a) shows a clearly evolution of both TD modes, it
can hardly provide the energy confinement properties of metamolecules. Fig. 7 (b) shows the
electric energy density of the central cylinder, where the maximum electric intensity appears
according to previous discussion. It is obviously that the first TD mode is always accompanied
with a larger energy density than the second TD mode. Besides, the electric energy density of the
Fig. 7. Spectral scattering intensity of metamolecules (a) and electric energy density of the
central cylinder (b) with the changing of Rc/Rs .
first TD mode is mostly enhanced in Region II, and falls gradually when (Rc/Rs) moves away
from this Region. Similarly, the strongest energy density enhancement induced by the second TD
mode is also occurs in Region II. Thus, we can easily adjust the resonance frequencies and their
corresponding field enhancement by tuning the (Rc/Rs) ratio. The tunable region of the first TD
mode is ranging from 2.21 µm to over 3.55 µm, while the second TD mode has a smaller tunable
frequency band ranging from 1.53 µm to 1.84 µm.
Compared with changing the cylinder separation D, adjusting the size of central cylinder can
not only provide the tuning of both TD modes without influences on the collective magnetic
dipolar resonance, but also modulate the relative strength of both TD modes. For instance, we
can make the first TD mode stronger in Region I and II, or realize a larger second TD resonance in
Region III. From the analyses above, we can preliminarily understand the tunability of the central
cylinder is due to an additional electric dipolar response. However, the underlying mechanism of
modes coupling in these toroidal resonances still requires further discussion.
3.3. Analyses of coupling mechanism in TD resonances
To further reveal the underneath mechanism of modes coupling inside the pentamer, we apply the
multiple scattering method to provide a theoretical analysis in the view of conventional spherical
coordinate, which is adaptable since the toroidal dipole can always be regarded as the head-to-tail
aligned magnetic dipoles. In this part, three coupling situations of metamolecules with Rc=0 and
60 nm are considered, which are: (i) consider no coupling effect by setting Slnig=0 when i , g or
l , n; (ii) consider only the contributions from both EDs and magnetic multipoles but neglect
the cross electromagnetic coupling by setting Slnig=0 when l , n and l × n = 0; (iii) consider
all modes coupling. As illustrated in Fig 7 (a), Rc only affects the electric dipolar response of
metamolecules when no coupling is considered, and a magnetic resonance peak emerges in 1.78
µm, which is the instinct MD dipole mode in each surrounding cylinder with Rs=190 nm. From
Fig. 7 (b), we can find that the coupling between EDs or MDs can respectively induce a sharp
peak, when the magnetic one is not affected by Rc and remains in 1.78 µm. After considering all
modes coupling in Figs 7 (c) and (d), we can find that the induced collective EDs mode, which is
shown in Fig. 7 (b), results in a peak of magnetic dipolar in 2.21 (2.37) µm when Rc=0 (60) nm,
which is known as the first TD mode. According to this fact, we can easily tune the first TD mode
by the additional electric dipolar response offered by the central cylinder. However, no resonance
peak corresponding to the second TD is found until we take cross electromagnetic coupling into
Fig. 8. Coupling effects on the scattering coefficients spectra of the metamolecules with
Rc=0 and 60 nm, when Rs=190 nm, D=1100 nm: (a) considers no coupling effect; (b)
neglects the cross electromagnetic coupling; all electromagnetic couplings are considered
when Rc=0 (c) and 60 nm (d).
Fig. 9. Coupling effects on the scattering coefficients spectra of the central cylinder when
Rc=60 nm, Rs=190 nm, and D=1100 nm.
account, which suggests that the second TD is resulted from the interference of electric and
magnetic dipolar resonances. Thus, to tune the second TD mode requires both ED and MD
responses. As we know that the magnetic response in the proposed metamolecule mainly comes
from the collective magnetic mode (λ = 1.78µm), which is independent of Rc , and the central
cylinder can only offer an additional electric dipolar tunability. Due to their different formation
mechanism, the second TD, not surprisingly, has a narrower tunable frequency band than the first
TD mode.
Moreover, we calculate the partial scattering coefficients of the central cylinder in the pentamer
with Rc=60 nm. Compare Figs. 8 (d) and 9, we can notice that the negative ED partial scattering
coefficient in the metamolecule is caused by the negative ED scattering coefficient in central
cylinder. From previous magnetic field vectors of the second TD, we can understand that the
negative value is resulted by the opposite directions of the magnetic vortex current in the central
and surrounding cylinders, which can be regarded as a partial destructive interference. Besides,
we can observe that a interference between the second TD and the collective magnetic dipole
mode creates a dip in scattering spectra, which on the contrary has a relatively high energy as
shown in Fig.5 (d). The Fano resonance [35–37] resulted from the coupling of conventional
electric and magnetic dipole can be seen as an analogy of this phenomenon, since a TD shares
same far-field scattering pattern with an electric dipole.
4. Conclusion
In summary, we investigate the scattering of normally incident s-polarized plane waves by the
pentamer metamolecules through Cartesian multipole decomposition method where toroidal
family has been considered. It is shown that two distinct TDs can be excited within homogeneous
dielectric nano-cylinders, when cylinder separation D is carefully selected. The central cylinder,
which provides only an electric dipolar response, can efficiently tune TD resonances in their
frequencies and energy confinement. The coupling matrix in multiple scattering theory is used to
detailed investigate the coupling mechanism of toroidal dipolar resonances. In this way, we find
that the first TD is mainly caused by the coupling of electric dipole modes from all cylinders,
which then induces head-to-tail aligned magnetic dipole rings. However the second TD mode
requires the cross coupling between electric and magnetic dipolar resonances, which means it
need additional electric and magnetic dipolar responses, simultaneously. Thus, the first TD has
broader tunable frequency range than the second TD, since the central cylinder can only provide
a changeable electric dipolar response. Here we believe this research on a low-loss metamolecule
with two highly tunable toroidal dipolar resonances may offer new insights into the understanding
of toroidal modes in multiple nano-cylinders system, and hopefully can offer a new platform for
active designing in sensing, nanoantennas, lasers, and photovoltaic devices.
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